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The Right People 

for the Right Job 
  

The first task of propaganda is the winning of people for the later or-

ganization; the first task of the organization is the winning of people 

for the continuation of propaganda. - Mein Kampf, Propaganda and 

Organization 
  

   Take note! 

   The first task of propaganda is recruit-

ing people for the organization.  Not 

providing “entertainment” to voyeurs 

and hobbyists.  

   The first task of organization is re-

cruiting people for making PROPA-

GANDA.  Not providing a “social club” 

for armchair generals, philosophers, and 

cultists. 

   Every true National Socialist proves 

himself worthy of the name “National 

Socialist” by actually doing something 

for the cause!  Being a “true believer” is 

not enough. 

   The NSDAP/AO seeks DOERS.  Not 

TALKERS! 
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   These doers fall into three categories:  

  

CO-WORKERS 

produce propaganda 

 

ACTIVISTS 

distribute propaganda 

 

DONORS 

finance propaganda 

  

   The NSDAP/AO seeks out dedicated National Socialists!  The best people want 

to be put to work.  We do exactly that.  And they love it.  Here is what one of our 

most valuable new recruits wrote: 

  

   How did I get here? 

   I knew something was wrong with the narrative on television, the newspapers, 

and radio, but I couldn’t quite put my finger on it.  Things just didn’t add up and 

my loss as to what to do about it depressed me.  I did everything I was supposed to 

do and it seemed like I was always behind the economic 8-ball every time.  

   My search for answers brought me to a forum where I began studying and read-

ing the posts, resources, and articles and began to understand that something 

needed to be done, and soon!  I was as much a newbie as they come and I was at a 

loss as to what I could do to make a difference.  I almost dropped out of the forum 

because I was discouraged by defeatism and the endless talk and no action! 

   Then I met Gerhard who immediately put me to work—and I loved it!  He 

showed me simple, safe, yet effective ways I could become active and involved.  I 

am now a part of a global team of activists and we get things done!   

   I have found that doing this work has been the most rewarding and satisfying 

volunteer work I've ever done.  The qualitative difference involved in the creation 

and dissemination of pure truth makes my heart soar! 

   I’ve worked with our Gerhard on various projects, so I know how he thinks, and 

I know he is backed by several of the same team members who have brought other 

projects successfully to life!  There is nothing that succeeds like success! 

   On the anniversary of my political awakening each year, I look back and trace 

the steps I took from being a rank newbie to the activist that I have become.  Noth-

ing comes close to this feeling of actually doing something measurable and sub-

stantial.   More of our people than ever are waking up and taking notice that it is 

time to do something to secure not only the legacy of our forefathers, but the future 
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of our descendants as well!  Instead of talking and complaining, it is time to ACT.  

This incredibly liberating and exciting journey of ideological renewal and real ac-

tion is huge, and it is just beginning. 

   Won’t you join me? 

  

   More and more of the right kind of people are joining our team.  Each new pro-

ject brings in more good people.  Our recruits include: 

 

Businessmen in Europe and America 

manage our publishing facilities 

 

Medical professional in North America 

does research 

 

Volunteer in South America 

translates books 

 

IT professional in the Far East 

creates training manuals 

 

   Some of the “Old Guard” have worked with us since the 1970’s!   

   Young and old, new converts and Old Guard, Europeans and Americans (North 

and South), Germanics and Slavs and “Romance” Lands, Pagans and Christians 

and “others”…we all work together in the ranks of the NSDAP/AO.  

   YOU can join our team! 

  

Gerhard Lauck  
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The Odyssey of Fred 
 

Part 4 

Caution: Weirdo 
 

Normally I do not care who sits where in the cafeteria.  But there are two groups I 

avoid.  They are simply too weird: 

 

Executives and Researchers 
 

Fortunately, the executives don’t eat in our cafeteria.  They have their own very 

fancy and very private “executive lounge.” 

 

However, the researchers sometimes do eat here.   

 

Most of the relatively sane people prefer to sit on the opposite of the room.  Those 

seats are quickly taken.  So I am often out of luck. 

 

When this happens I overhear bizarre conversations. 

 

Some discussions involve numbers. 

 

One researcher said he liked the number “1,” because of its simplicity.  Another 

researcher replied that he disliked the number “1,” because it is too easy to confuse 

with the lower case letter “L.” 

    

Another researcher said he liked the number “8,” because it reminded him of a fe-

male body.  He disliked the number “3,” because it looked like a woman cut in 

half. 

 

Another researcher replied that he disliked the number “8,” because it looked like 

the infinity symbol turned 90 degrees. 

 

The strangest thing was this: 

 

They were not IT guys! 
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